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A magazine's launch success and long-term survival depends on several key factors,
among which are:
1. The presentation of valuable and/or interesting information to its target market
audience.
2. Reaching the appropriate audience with that information.
3. Reaching a sufficiently large audience.
4. Attracting advertisers interested in the magazine's target audience.
The four primary factors address the critical issues of finding a suitable marketing
opportunity in terms of product and audience, as well as providing a viable medium with
which advertisers can reach the same audience. Consequently, how well and quickly a
magazine satisfies those factors will greatly influence its chances for success.
The magazine launch is therefore dependent upon developing appropriate editorial
and reader profiles, estimating readership size, and assessing advertiser interest. In
addition, the overall economic feasibility of the endeavor must also be evaluated.
This project will cover conceptualizing, designing, developing, and implementing a
comprehensive exploration and evaluation of the market for a new, real-life city/regional
magazine.
vn
Specific Purpose of the Project
The primary purpose of this project is educational. Its intent is to provide practical
experience in several key areas of the magazine launch process. The project's primary
goals are:
1. To identify and understand the critical aspects and preliminary work required
for launching a magazine.
2. To gain practice in acquiring, developing and utilizing data for making
management decisions.
3. To gain experience in working with the appropriate principals in the
professional community.
These goals have been met as I conducted an actual analysis of the marketing
potential and economic feasibility of launching a city/regional magazine for Rochester,
New York and its surrounding communities.
Consequently, the project has provided:
1. Invaluable experience in the magazine launch process.
2. Real data that can be used for launching an actual magazine.
via
Introduction
This project is an evaluation of the market and overall feasibility potential for
launching a city/regional magazine for Rochester, New York and its surrounding
communities.
Many cities throughout the United States already have magazines that focus on the
lifestyle(s) of their readers. In terms of editorial matter, these magazines typically deal
with the issues and concerns that influence their readers, and shape the city/region into a
unique area.
These magazines tend to explore, inform, and entertain their readers by covering
such diverse topics as: architecture, art, business, culture, dining, events, history, people,
and places.
Since Rochester currentlyhas no true city/regional magazine, this project will
attempt to gauge the market for such a magazine in Rochester and its surrounding
communities.
This project is a real market analysis/feasibility study, and the magazine will be a
reasonable and appropriate candidate for actual marketing.
Why Rochester Needs a Citv/Regional Magazine
Rochester gave birth to modern photography and xerography; it was home to
suffragettes and abolitionists, and part of the path leading to the westward expansion of
the United States.
Rochester and its surrounding communities have a rich historical heritage,
abundant culture, numerous entertainment/recreational opportunities, several outstanding
colleges and universities, and many diverse businesses.
Rated the United
States'
eighth best metropolitan area in which to live by Rand
McNally's Places Rated Almanac, Rochester and its surrounding communities combine
into a truly desirable and vibrant area.
Despite this, Rochester is frequently subjected to neglect, even scorn by many of
its residents. Some of that may be attributable to a general lack of awareness regarding
what Rochester is and has to offer. This apparent informational void may provide an
opportunity for a magazine devoted to Rochester and its neighboring communities.
General Methodology
The project's general methodology addresses the following central magazine
publishing issues:
1 . Examination and determination of the magazine's market potential.
2. Examination and evaluation of the magazine's economic and logistical
feasibility.
Market Potential
Examination and determination of the magazine's market potential requires
addressing four separate issues. They are:
1. Conceptualizing and defining the magazine's function, form, and format in
other words, its formula.
2. Conceptualizing and defining the magazine's reader profile.
3. Evaluating the profiled
readers'
predisposition to read such a magazine.
4. Identifying the existing market's competitive opportunities and/or threats.
The appropriateness of initial conceptualizations and definitions of the magazine
and its readers will be verified by comparisons to existing city/regional magazines from
cities with reasonably similar demographics.
Next, actual reader demographics, geographies, and numbers will be established
using United States Census statistics and other appropriate data.
After that, profiled readers will be sampled in order to assess their reading
interests and possible predisposition to buy a city/regional magazine focusing on
Rochester and its neighboring communities.
Finally, market opportunities and/or threats will be evaluated by examining
existing publications for similarities in content, readership,
and niche exposure/coverage.
To summarize, the market potential phase of the research will accomplish the
following:
1 . Define the magazine and its readers.
2. Verify the appropriateness of the definitions.
3. Estimate the potential number of profiled readers.
4. Assess their predispositions in terms of reading.
5. Identify the magazine's marketing opportunities and/or threats.
Feasibility
The feasibility of launching a magazine depends in part on the economics of costs
and revenues as well as the logistics of distribution.
Magazine economics will be analyzed by comparing estimated production costs
with anticipated revenues generated by advertising sales and paid circulation.
Distribution logistics will be examined by determining the interest of key
distributors and retailers to participate in handling such a publication.
The combined results of market potential and feasibility analyses will be used to
make magazine launch recommendations.
Magazine Conceptualization
As previously stated, this project's intent is to conduct a marketing and overall
feasibility study for launching a magazine. Essential to that study is the formulation of
the magazine's character, content, and format, plus the identification and verification of
its audience. The following sections address these issues.
Hereafter, the name Metro-R will be used for convenient designation of the
magazine under discussion.
Metro-R will be a study of the past, present, and future of the city of Rochester,
the greater Rochester area, and its surrounding communities. Metro-R will expose those
things making the region unique. It will examine the things having already contributed to
shaping the region, things shaping it today, and those that are likely to play a role in the
region's future.
The purpose of the magazine will be to educate, entertain, and enlighten the reader
by capturing and presenting the region's essence. By covering a wide variety of topics
such as: people, places, art, adventure, activities, communities, culture, commerce,
events, economy, history, heritage, leisure, and lifestyle, Metro-R will show how their
combination creates a rare blend of big-city and small-town atmospheres.
Each issue will offer the reader an assortment of ideas, things to see and do,
interesting tidbits both urban and rural, handcraft to high-tech, land and lakes, the
tranquil and the turbulent. By doing so, the magazine intends to:
1. Make the reader more informed and knowledgeable about the region itself.
2. Make the reader interested and eager to travel and explore the region.
3. Make the reader understand and appreciate the region's relationships with other
regions within and beyond the boundaries of New York State.
A publication such as Metro-R is intended for the multi-dimensional,
multi-
interest reader who tends to be inquisitive and broad-minded. The reader is likely to have
the desire and/or curiosity to learn about his home region for sake of personal
enrichment
and/or general knowledge.
Metro-R is intended to be a monthly, four-color publication of at least 64
pages.
This would be similar to other city/regional magazines. Its distribution would be based on
the region of reader interest and focus of editorial matter. That region is likely to




There must be preliminary ideas regarding the nature of the probable audience.
As a result of first defining the magazine, the audience becomes the dependent variable
whose characteristics must be consistent with the nature of the magazine. Based upon the
magazine's content, format, presentation, and purpose, the audience is likely to have a
strong commonality among several readily identifiable characteristics which lend
themselves to quantitative analysis.
Geographies
The magazine's audience is likely to be concentrated in a 40 to 50-mile radius
centered in Rochester because the editorial content targets this region. If too wide an area
is targeted, editorial coverage becomes increasingly difficult to focus in such a way as to
attract readers. Too broad a focus editorially and geographically may jeopardize the
development of a core readership. Without the core readership, the publishing success of
a magazine is at risk.
Historically, Rochester has exerted the greatest influence on the target region
making it the region's
"big-city."
Beyond the 40 to 50-mile radius, Syracuse to the east
and Buffalo to the west begin exerting the predominant influence.
Consequently, editorial coverage will be focused on topics of interest to those
within the 40 to 50-mile core. The following counties are wholly or predominantly
located within the target zone: (1) Genesee, (2) Livingston, (3) Monroe, (4) Ontario,
(5) Orleans, and (6) Wayne.
Age
The majority of Metro-R's readers are expected to fall between the ages of 35 and
55 with a median age of 45. Although younger and older readers can be expected, their
percentages are not expected to be as significant as the 35 to 55 group.
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The 35 to 55 range is based upon the assumptions that these persons are the most
apt to:
1. Have personal and/or professional interests in the magazine's content.
2. Have a need for the information presented.
3. Benefit from its content.
4. Have the wherewithal to participate in the general lifestyle addressed by the
magazine.
Those younger than 35 may be preoccupied with finishing educational goals and/or
establishing their career paths. They may not yet have an appreciation of the region and
its impact upon their lives. Those older than 55 may no longer have an interest in actively
participating in the lifestyle portrayed in the magazine.
Education
Readership is likely to correlate positively with education. This is generally true
for magazines and is expected with a magazine of this type. For that reason, the audience
is expected to be well educated with many of its readers having attended college if not
actually graduating and undertaking post-graduate study.
This assumption is based on the belief that interest in oneself, neighbors,
community, and important events in general requires an intelligent awareness of, and
concern for those things. Furthermore, since the editorial content of Metro-R is geared
toward informing and enriching the reader, it assumes an audience capable of, and
interested in experiencing and learning new things.
Employment
The readers are likely to represent an occupational station of professionals,
managerial, or highly skilled craft employment. In whatever capacity employed, the
reader is likely to rely to a considerable degree on some form of decision making in order
to perform his or her job. In short, his/her occupational station is likely to depend on
thinking and problem solving.
Income
The factors of age and education are likely to combine into the occupational
profile just presented, producing an individual with above average income.
From the previously discussed age, education and occupational profiles,
Metro-R's
readers are expected to have a minimum annual income of $30,000 to $35,000. This
minimum would roughly correspond to a college-educated person having several years
of
job experience. This annual income would then be fairly representative of the minimum
earned by the 35 to 55-year-old block of readers.
In general, income's effect on readership is positive in so far as the availability
of
discretionary income increases the likelihood of subscribing.
Sex
The readership is expected to be fairly evenly divided between males and
females.
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Verification nf Conceptualizations and Definitions
The initial conceptualizations and definitions for Metro-R and its audience require
testing for appropriateness. The magazine's formula and target audience must jibe in
order to maximize the potential for launch success.
In order to accomplish this, cities similar to Rochester, which currently have a
city/regional magazine were selected for comparison. The primary criterion for selection
was population size because of the importance of identifying cities of similar or smaller
size having publishing success. Similar or smaller cities build a much stronger case for
publishing viability in Rochester than would larger cities like Boston or Philadelphia.
The next step in the selection process would have been to refine the candidate city
list with additional demographic and geographic criteria in order to identify additional
similarities to Rochester. Unfortunately, only eight cities were found with reasonably
appropriate populations. They ranged from 108,000 to 323,000. Five of the eight were
selected for study.
Letters were mailed to the publishers or editors requesting a subscriber









Recall that Metro-R's audience profile has been defined as:
Age: 35 to 55, median 45
Education: College or better
Employment: Professional, managerial, or highly skilled
Income: $30,000-$35,000 and up
Sex: Approximately 50% male, 50% female
Citv Contacted
Population2
1. Ann Arbor, MI 108,000
2. Grand Rapids, MI 186,000
(Rochester, NY) (236,000)
3. Tampa Bay, FL 277,000
4. Louisville, KY 286,000
5. Sacramento, CA 323,000
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The responding magazines provided the following information about their
readership.
Grand Rapids Magazine*
Age: 25 to 49, median 34
Education: 77% attended college or have graduated
Employment: No information
Income: $30,000 to $60,000, median $44,000
Sex: No information on distribution
Grand Rapid's population of 186,000 supports a paid circulation of 6,200 with a




Age: Average age is 49
16% of readers are 25-34
37% of readers are 35-54
20% of readers are 55-64
Education: 83% have attended college or better
59% are college graduates
34% have post graduate educations
Employment: 52% of readers are professionals or in management
Income: Average household income is $74,200
Median household income is $52,800
Sex: Readership is 56% male and 44% female
Louisville's population of 286,000 supports a paid circulation of 21,353 with a




Education: 28.8% attended college
23% graduated college
10.4% post graduate work
19.3% post graduate degree
Employment: 20.5% Professional & technical
34.2% Management
Income: $35,000 and over 80.6%
(household) $50,000 and over 58.9%
$75,000 and over 29.2%
Average income $76,593
Median income $57,394
Sex: Readership is 49.4% male and 50.6% female
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Sacramento's population of 323,000 supports a paid circulation of 25,282 with a
readership of 75,000. These figures correspond to 7.8% and 23.2% of the population
respectively.
In comparison to the three respondent magazines, Metro-R's audience profile
conceptualization and definition appears reasonably accurate and correct for the type of
publication being designed.
Age
Metro-R's audience is expected to be primarily ages 35 to 55. Louisville's largest
reader segment is the 35 to 55 age group, with a relatively even distribution of readers in
the 25 to 34 and 55 to 64 ranges. Sacramento's median age of 44.6 is identical to Metro-
R's expected median age of 45. Grand Rapids seems to appeal to somewhat younger
readers. Its age range is 25 to 49 instead of 35 to 55 and its median is 34 instead of 45.
Education
All three respondent magazines point to a very educated audience. The magazines
show 77%, 83%, and 81.5% of their readers having at least attended college. More
importantly, Louisville shows that 59% have graduated college while Sacramento has 23%
college graduates.
Employment
Louisville shows 52% of its readers as being professionals or management level
persons. Sacramento has nearly 55% employed as professionals, technical persons, or
managers.
Income
All three respondents indicated affluent readers. Grand
Rapids'
readers have a
median income of $44,000 while Louisville shows an average household income over
$74,000 and a median income nearly $53,000. Sacramento's average household income is
over $76,000 and median income is over $57,000.
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Sex
Readership does seem to be divided equally or fairly equally among males and
females.
Metro-R's overall magazine description was tested by comparing it to the editorial
profile descriptions used by other city/regional magazines. Published in The Standard
Rate and Data Service of Macmillan Inc.
(SRDS),6
these descriptions are used by
advertising agencies to help select magazines appropriate for their advertising needs. The
SRDS descriptions for Grand Rapids Magazine, Louisville, and Sacramento are given
below.
Grand Rapids Magazine "is a general feature city/regional magazine devoted to the
interests, activities, and issues of metropolitan Grand Rapids and the western Michigan
area. It has consumer service departments, interpretive articles, and people oriented
features. Services include popular dining guide with reviews, fashions and calendar of
events. Monthly columns cover travel, lifestyles, arts, media, sports, entertainment, and
achievements."7
Louisville described itself as "edited for readers active in business, government and
community affairs in the city and its Kentucky-Indiana regional area and members of the
Community Public Broadcasting television station. Feature articles deal with community
growth in the fields of urban development, finance, culture, social service, education- -
highlighting programs, personalities and groups involved in problem-solving throughout a
broad spectrum of urban affairs. Regular monthly departments include columns on style,
travel, design, money, cuisine, best buys, history, business news, physical growth, plus a
program guide for local public television, a dining guide, and arts, leisure, sports, and
events
guide."
Sacramento "is edited for educated, active Sacramentans, with their particular
lifestyle in mind. Articles investigate issues in areas such as crime, health care, the
environment and politics; while highlighting local business, real estate, travel, fashion,
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food and wine. Regular departments include a calendar of events, Home & Garden,
Outdoors, Dining Out, Personal, Finance, Travel, History and City
Lights."
Based on these descriptions of existing city/regional magazines,
Metro-R's
description is in agreement with the type of magazine being designed and the
audience
being targeted.
According to the analyses of audience and magazine, Metro-R's
conceptualizations
and definitions are found to be appropriate.
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Estimated Metro-R Readership
In a magazine launch situation, estimating the potential readership size is important
for developing initial figures on the launch's feasibility. The readership estimate is
necessary so that circulation planning, production costs, advertising sales, and overall
revenues can be calculated.
Two important questions need to be answered. (1) Will there be enough readers to
support publication? and (2) Will there be enough readers to attract advertisers?
This section will primarily focus on the question of having enough readers to
support publication. The question of having enough readers to support advertisers will be
addressed in a later section.
Potential readership numbers were compiled via United States Census statistics and
other appropriate
data.10
The counties of Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Orleans,





The following is an overall summary of the statistical, demographic, and
geographic analysis of Metro-R's target market.
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Population by age group for all counties
Primary target market individuals ages 35 to 55
Overall individuals ages 25 to 65
258,158
523,890
Education for all counties
College graduates at least 25 years old 120,885
Income for all counties
Households with total gross income $25,000-$34,999
Households with total gross income $35,000 and over
Individuals with total gross income $25,000-$34,999








Genesee County (U.S. Census data)






Detailed Tabulation of Statistics
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9,145 10,020 119,314 14,601 5,967 13,261
7,847 7,920 105,900 13,578 5,148 12,816
5,782 5,700 71,306 9,393 3,783 9,345
5.310 4.980 63.540 8.277 3.471 7.476
28,084 28,620 360,060 45,849 18,379 42,898
0.1% 0.7% 0.1% 0.5% 0.4% 0.8%




4,125 5,079 94,891 8,388 2,261 6,141
Households by Income
$25-34,999 4,536 4,020 46,632 7,140 2,674
$35-49,999 4,011 4,120 54,404 7,276 2,800
$50-74,999 2,310 2,440 46,096 4,250 1,610
$75,000+ 651 720 21.172 1.564 392







Professional/Managerial 4,722 These five counties total 184,000
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Using paid circulation and population statistics from other cities with city/regional
magazines, audience estimates can be developed. The following table calculates paid







City Citv Metro Circulation City Metro
San Diego 876,000 1,862,000 67,561 7.7 3.6
Baltimore 787,000 2,174,000 53,800 6.8 2.5
Cleveland 574,000 1,898,000 39,830 6.9 2.1
Columbus 565,000 1,093,000 34,122 6.0 3.1
Nashville 456,000 850,000 11,344 2.5 1.3
St. Louis 453,000 2,355,000 25,077 5.5 1.0
Sacramento 323,000 1,014,000 25,282 7.8 2.5
Louisville 286,000 906,000 21,353 7.5 2.3
Tampa Bay 277,000 1,569,000 9,250 3.3 <1
Grand Rapids 186,000 602,000 6,200 3.3 1.0
Rochester has a city population of 236,000 and a metropolitan population of
972,000. Based on overall city and metropolitan comparisons, Louisville appears to be
most similar to Rochester. Although Tampa's city population is closer to Rochester's,
Tampa's metropolitan area also includes the city of St. Petersburg. For that reason, Tampa
is disqualified from further circulation comparisons.
Louisville magazine has a 7.5% penetration of its city population and a 2.3%
penetration of its metropolitan population. These percentages will be used as rough
estimates for calculating Metro-R's circulation.
Metro-R's estimated city circulation:
236,000 x 7.5% = 17,700 estimated subscribers
Metro-R's estimated overall metropolitan circulation:
972,000 x 2.3% = 22,356 estimated subscribers
Based on these rough estimates of circulation, it appears that Metro-R may be able
to generate a circulation similar to viable city/regional magazines currently being
published.
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However, these numbers alone should not form the sole basis of determining
Metro-R's viability. There must be further evaluation of reader interest, cost factors,
and
advertising revenue generation. The overall economic feasibility of
Metro-R can only be
judged after comparing production costs with circulation and advertising
revenues.
Evaluation of these economic issues will be performed in a later section.
20
Sample Survey of Target Readership
Existing city/regional magazines are published for audiences like that profiled for
Metro-R and verified by Sacramento and Louisville. Although each city/region is likely
to have differences in character making it unique in certain ways, the various
city/regional magazines are similar if not identical in terms of editorial matter and format.
After all, the target audience served by these magazines is essentially identical, regardless
of city/region. Of course, demographic variations exist between cities and regions but the
basic age, education, income, and occupation profile characteristics are likely to remain
constant, i.e., affluent and educated readers.
As a result, the presence of numerous city/regional magazines verifies the need
this audience profile has for obtaining information about its city/region.
Although these audiences desire much of the same type of information, each
city/region may also have unique or particular reader interests/needs that should be
considered. A questionnaire was distributed to a small sample of the profile audience.
This sample survey of Metro-R's target audience was taken to determine if there was
interest in reading about the city/region and if there was any indication of satisfaction/
dissatisfaction with existing publications.
The survey asked the target audience sample to: identify publications read,
indicate frequency and depth of reading, provide suggestions for changes/improvements,
and provide demographic information.
Eighty questionnaires were distributed to persons likely to be from the Metro-R
audience profile. Approximately 50 were distributed to MBA classes at Rochester
Institute of Technology and approximately 30 were distributed within the community in
general. Twenty-seven questionnaires were completed and returned representing 31
individuals. Four of those questionnaires contained responses from both husband and
wife. Although the sample size and response were too small for meaningful statistical
analysis, valuable insight was obtained
nevertheless.
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The respondents were 48% female and 52% male which is reasonably close to the
expected 50:50 male:female readership ratio. Responses came from Genesee, Monroe, and
Wayne counties including several outlying towns/communities within the targeted
geographic market. Incomes ranged from the $15,000-$24,999 category up to and
including the $75,000+ category. Education was predominantly college level and above
with ages ranging from 22 to 60.
Other initial results showed that:
100% read the major local/regional newspapers
33% read their town's or village's newspapers
16% specifically stated reading Upstate Magazine
Despite the small sample which did not allow meaningful statistical inference,
comments provided valuable information regarding suggestions for changes/improvements
to regional and/or local publications. The comments were:
"I just hope Rochester keeps having two different
papers."






"More in-depth and more focus
stories."
"Upstate should offer more local and regional
coverage."
Some of the comments addressed the need for publications to provide more local
and/or regional information. Other comments hinted at deficiencies in local publications
in terms of the information provided. Unfortunately, the limited size of the survey does
not allow specifically pin-pointing what deficiencies exist nor what type of information is
specifically desired.
However, when six of 31 respondents (19%) indicate some form of dissatisfaction
with existing local/regional information, the astute marketer is likely to sense that some
sort of opportunity may exist for publishing. Naturally, a much larger sample and/or
more detailed inquiry into the dissatisfaction could isolate and identify the underlying
22
reasons for the dissatisfaction, but for the purpose at hand, the survey pointed to potential
publishing opportunities.
In view of the fact that successful city/regional magazines are targeted for the type
of audience Metro-R intends to attract and that there exists dissatisfaction with available




A magazine launch requires examination and analysis of market needs and
competition within the target market. The examination and analysis is performed so that
management can determine what opportunities and/or threats may exist for the new
magazine. That analysis should identify appropriate publishing opportunities that can be
successfully addressed by the new magazine. Likewise, the analysis should identify
situations to avoid.
This competitive analysis will examine potential similarities between Metro-R and
existing publications available in the greater Rochester area. This analysis will focus on
the function, form, and format of existing publications as they relate to the intent and
presentation of Metro-R.
Function is concerned with the nature of information published and its readership.
Form is primarily concerned with analyzing the type of publication it is, i.e., its generic
classification. Format deals with the way information is presented. Together, these three
variables should point out similarities of Metro-R to existing publications. The fewer the
similarities, the greater the market opportunities.
The Rochester area has numerous publications spanning a variety of topics and
audiences, yet Metro-R is not competing with most. However, Metro-R has some editorial
content, audience, and/or geographic focus similarities to five existing publications. They
are: (1) Upstate Magazine, (2) Rochester Democrat and Chronicle (D&C), (3) Rochester
Times-Union (TU), (4) Finger Lakes Magazine (FL), and (5) Rochester Business Magazine
(RBM).
Each will be evaluated in terms of function, form, and format plus the degree of
competitive impact upon Metro-R's potential readership and advertisers.
Note: Data cited for Upstate Magazine, Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, and





Upstate Magazine is a supplement to the Sunday edition of the Democrat and
Chronicle. Although it is a Sunday supplement, Upstate is likely to be Metro-R's chief
competitor.
Upstate's overall editorial content, theme, depth, and scope of coverage is similar
to that intended for Metro-R. Upstate's function is to provide coverage of local and
regional history, interesting people, places, and other regionally relevant items. As such,
Upstate may be considered the area's primary lifestyle publication.
As a newspaper supplement, Upstate is not targeted for, or circulated exclusively to
Metro-R's target audience. Upstate claims a readership of 552,000 yet Metro-R's primary
age group of 35 to 55 accounts for only 32% of Upstate's readers. In terms of occupation,
professionals and managers account for only 29% of Upstate's readers. Even though most
of the area's professionals/managers receive Upstate (147,000; 78%), so do 405,000 other
readers. In short, Upstate may deliver a large audience, but it is neither well targeted nor
tightly defined.
In terms of form and format, Upstate is a weekly, 12 to 16-page, four-color
newsprint supplement. Consequently, Upstate is not a production quality competitor for
Metro-R. The production quality differences will favor Metro-R in terms of reader
appeal and advertiser regard.
Overall, Upstate does reach Metro-R's target audience and contains similar editorial
having reader impact because of the sheer volume of readership. However, Upstate is
circulated automatically with the Sunday paper meaning that Upstate is largely a bonus of
purchasing the Sunday edition. Upstate is not likely to be the sole reason for purchase.
This means that Upstate probably does not elicit the actual buying behavior and therefore
the reader is likely to have a relatively low level of involvement or particular need for
Upstate.
In terms of advertising impact, Upstate's small size and relatively low production
quality prevents it from capturing
large advertisers. Upstate is not a favored medium for
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those interested in placing high quality advertisements. Almost no four-color advertising
appears in Upstate.
Although Upstate may have some reader impact relative to Metro-R, it has little
impact on diverting Metro-R's potential advertisers. As a result, Metro-R has the
following advantages.
1. Larger page count giving it the opportunity to provide extensive editorial
matter and carry numerous advertisements.
2. Better targeted and focused readers who are more motivated to buy and read
the particular content offered. The better audience targeting offered by
Metro-R is especially valuable for advertisers.
3. Superior production quality. Again a valuable consideration for advertisers.
4. Longevity. As a monthly, Metro-R is likely to remain on-hand for a longer
period of time than a weekly.
Rochester's Democrat and Chronicle and Times-Union
These are Gannett's metropolitan newspapers for Rochester. Their function is
typical of metropolitan newspapers; that of providing information on international,
national, state, regional, local, sports, and business news. Both newspapers cover editorial
matter similar to that intended by Metro-R as well as editorial matter that Metro-R will
ignore. The D&C and TU also share much of Metro-R's geographic market.
Despite editorial and geographic similarities, the newspapers emphasize providing
up-to-the-minute news coverage rather than focusing on in-depth exploration of less
news-worthy or sensational stories. The information provided by the newspapers
generally has a short longevity versus a magazine's greater informational durability.
The newspapers enjoy a far greater readership than can be expected for Metro-R.
On a daily basis, 435,000 read the newspapers while the Sunday D&C has a 552,000
readership. As shown with Upstate, these numbers represent audience dilution, not
concentration. Metro-R's age profile corresponds to 35% of daily readership and 32% of
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Sunday's readership. The professional/managerial occupational category corresponds to
28% of daily and 29% of Sunday readers.
In terms of form and format, they are both broadsheet newsprint offering
occasional 2 to 4-color work. The D&C is the weekday morning paper plus Saturday and
Sunday editions. The TU is strictly an evening paper Monday through Friday.
Metro-R has the following competitive advantages over both newspapers.
1. Magazine-type coated stock versus newsprint. A distinct visual difference
including production quality superiority.
2. Specifically focused, concentrated, and defined readership.
3. In-depth coverage of enduring topics rather than
"news-item"
emphasis.
4. A motivated audience interested in reading focused editorial matter rather than
"around-the-world"
coverage.
Metro-R has an overall distinctiveness when compared to the D&C and TU. As a
magazine that presents a defined limit of editorial matter to a narrowly defined audience,
Metro-R is basically the opposite of the newspapers. Consequently, the
newspapers'
degree of reader impact would be similar to Upstate's.
Finger Lakes Magazine
Finger Lakes Magazine has many functional, form, and format similarities to
Metro-R. Finger Lakes Magazine covers much of the same type of editorial matter as
Metro-R and presents it to much the same type of audience. Consequently, FL probably
attracts a number of Rochesterians because of some minor geographic overlap and the fact
that some readers own vacation homes in the Finger Lakes region. To these
Rochesterians, FL may be as viable a magazine as Metro-R.
Finger Lakes's form and format is almost identical to Metro-R's except that FL is
published bi-monthly whereas Metro-R will be monthly.
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Despite some strong competitive similarities, Metro-R has advantages.
1. Finger Lakes has limited single-copy sales in Metro-R's area. Only three of
Metro-R's potential city of Rochester retailers carry it.
2. Although some readers from Metro-R's area may prefer FL, advertisers do not.
Not one Metro-R area advertiser was found in FL\ The advertisers were
predominantly from Ithaca, New York and Binghamton, New York. Neither
Ithaca nor Binghamton are considered to be part of Metro-R's area, culturally
or economically.
Even though Metro-R and Finger Lakes are similar magazines with nearly identical
reader profiles and FL is available in the Metro-R area, the competition is limited in
terms of readership and nil in terms of Metro-R's potential advertisers. The distinct
geographic orientations of the magazines minimize reader competition and virtually
eliminate the potential for advertiser cross-over.
Rochester Business Magazine
Rochester Business Magazine is a
"Time-size,"
four-color, glossy stock magazine,
published on a monthly basis whose function is presenting business and business-related
information to much the same audience as Metro-R's. This offers direct competition over
business editorial if Metro-R seeks to include such editorial. Rochester Business Magazine
is currently looking to introduce a new feature called
"Vignettes,"
which is going to be
capsule profiles of people, businesses, and ideas. This has a negative impact on Metro-
R's chances of providing interesting and meaningful business-related editorial matter.
Despite potential conflict over editorial presentation, Metro-R's overall position is
not affected significantly because it will carry a wide range of topics. Furthermore, even
though RBM is geared toward the business community, its total distribution is only 17,000
which is 9% of the Metro-R area's
professionals/managers.17
Rochester Business Magazine
has not enjoyed extensive penetration of its own market.
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Metro-R has the following competitive advantages.
1. Audience size is likely to be larger because of its wider editorial coverage.
This will result in exposure to more business readers than RBMl If that
happens, business advertisers may opt for advertising in Metro-R instead.
2. Metro-R has a much wider geographic coverage.
In summarizing the competitive situation facing Metro-R, there are overlaps and
similarities in terms of editorial content, depth of coverage, and scope of topics.
However, no single publication puts all the elements together in the same function, form
and format package of Metro-R. That in itself may provide market opportunity.
Metro-R is likely to deliver an audience more defined than Upstate, the Democrat
and Chronicle, and the Times-Union because it focuses on a narrower segment of the
population. This is a definite advantage to many advertisers who must target their
audience for cost-effective and business generating advertising.
Finger Lakes is a twin of Metro-R's but its limited competition for Rochester area
readers prevents area advertisers from utilizing FL as a viable advertising vehicle.
Although Metro-R may lose some readers to FL, it does not risk losing advertisers.
Rochester Business Magazine's focus on one editorial theme presents limited
competition for Metro-R since Metro-R has numerous other editorial topics available. The
fact that RBM is distributed to only 17,000 means that Metro-R's broader editorial
coverage may attract more professionals/managers than RBM. In doing so, Metro-R may
prove to be a superior business advertising vehicle!
Based upon these capsule analyses, Metro-R appears to have reasonable
opportunities for its editorial coverage and advertiser appeal.
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Advertiser Interest
Advertising interest in, and support of a magazine is extremely important to its
success and publishing viability. This is especially true for a magazine being launched
because advertising often generates over half the magazine's total revenues. Therefore, it
is of paramount importance for a new magazine to quickly attract advertisers.
Not only does advertising account for much of the magazine's revenues, it also
represents much of its content. Often 40 to 60% is advertising. For example, the January
and February 1989 issues of Louisville Magazine contained 42% advertising versus 58%
editorial. The March 1989 issue of Sacramento Magazine contained 45% advertising and
Rochester Business Magazine's February 1989 issue contained 56% advertising.
Sample advertising revenues were calculated by multiplying the issue's ad spaces
with the magazine's rate card single-copy insertion prices. Louisville, Rochester Business
Magazine, and Sacramento provide these examples of advertising revenue.
Table 3
Ad Revenue Per Page
Approx. Approx.
Estimated Ad Ad Revenue
Magazine Issue Ad Revenue Pages Per Ad Page
Louisville Jan. '89 $ 66,500 27 $2,460
Louisville Feb. '89 $104,995 44 $2,380
Rochester Business Magazine Feb. '89 $69,040 40 $1,726
Sacramento Mar. '89 $149,500 47 $3,180
These magazines are generating an average of $2400 or more of advertising
revenue per ad page! It becomes readily apparent why a new magazine must secure strong
advertising interest as quickly as
possible.
Metro-R faces a doubly challenging task. Not only must it present itself as an
attractive and appropriate vehicle
for advertising, it must also convince advertisers and
advertising agencies of its superiority
over the publications they already use.
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Metro-R's strategy for accomplishing this must include:
1. Delivery of superior editorial matter and printing quality.
2. Consistent delivery of a specific, identifiable and sufficiently large readership.
If Metro-R succeeds with this strategy, advertisers and advertising agencies should
be willing to consider it as a reasonable and perhaps superior vehicle over existing
publications.
Every magazine type tends to attract certain advertisers more than others. This is a
function of properly matching advertised products and services with the most likely users
and buyers. By examining city magazines from Louisville, Sacramento, Toronto, Boston,
Philadelphia, and the Media Networks Incorporated package of Newsweek, Sports
Illustrated, Time, and U.S. News and World Report for Rochester, the following





























This list of proven city/regional magazine advertisers gives Metro-R direction for
focusing its marketing efforts. Recall that Metro-R is looking for advertisers interested in
an audience profiled as follows:
Predominantly 35-55
Males and Females
College educated or better
Individual income $30,000-35,000 minimum
Employed in a professional or managerial capacity
Louisville and Sacramento magazines verified this audience profile as appropriate
for a city/regional magazine. Since the profile has been established, the next step in
advertising research is to determine the level of advertising interest and support for
Metro-R. This can be attempted in two ways:
1 . Directly questioning potential advertisers regarding their interest in the new
magazine.
2. Evaluating the advertiser's previous actual behavior toward the readership.
3. Questioning ad agencies about their potential interest.
Direct questioning has the advantage of quickly gathering indications of possible
advertising interest and intent. However, the results obtained are not likely to have high
validity because:
1 . People are inclined to respond in terms of what others want to hear.
2. The prospective advertiser would be addressing a hypothetical situation without
consequence to him or her. He/she was not asked to make an actual financial
commitment to buy ad space.
Therefore, direct questioning will not be used to gather indications of advertiser
interest and/or support. Instead, evaluation of actual advertiser behavior relative to
Metro-R's audience profile will be analyzed.
Data from Louisville, Sacramento, and Grand Rapids magazines show that
advertisers will buy ad space in city/regional magazines targeted for the same audience
profile as Metro-R.
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In the Rochester and greater Rochester area served by Gannett Rochester
Newspapers, there is further favorable evidence of advertiser behavior. For its circulation
in Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Orleans, and Wayne counties, Gannett has already
planned the following specials and has the dates included in the media kit.
March Automobiles, kitchens, baths, cruises, European and Caribbean
travel, home furnishings.
April Fashion, home furnishings, yard & home
May Car care, swimwear, New York vacations
June 89th U.S. Open, and Homearama
July Boats and RV's
August Back to school
September Home improvement, travel, fashion, home furnishings
October Home furnishings, travel, car care
November Skiing, gifts, Toronto travel
December Accent on the sun
The Gannett publications, the Democrat and Chronicle, Times-Union, and Upstate
Magazine, cover the following audience.
66-78% of those ages 35-44
64-75% of those ages 45-54
59-82% of those with incomes $35,000-$49,999
72-81% of those with incomes $50,000+
65-80% of all professionals and managers
61-79% of college attendees
63-77% of college graduates
Another local publication, Rochester Business Journal, has also pre-scheduled
many features.
April Real estate
June Ontario county, sports & recreation
August Real estate
September Arts, entertainment, automobiles
October Travel
November Retail
Rochester Business Journal is a 36-page weekly tabloid with a total readership of
34,000. Quoting their media kit,
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Rochester's most influential and affluent business executives and professionals are
among the journal's avid readers. As a group, these business decision-makers earn
more than $77,000 annually, possess a high level of education, and spend
significantly more than the average on corporate and personal items.
Its readership's median age is 44.7, and 78.3 have graduated college.
Rochester Business Journal is not considered a significant competitor for Metro-R
because:19
1. Males account for 78.8% of readers yielding a ration of nearly 4 to 1, males to
females. This is not in-line with Metro-R's profile.
2. It is a proven business publication serving the area for over 15 years. Metro-R
is not looking to present the detailed business news and events carried by
Rochester Business Journal.
The question of whether Metro-R will attract a readership of sufficient size has
been addressed. Other magazines from cities similar in size to Rochester do attract
advertisers. Rochester Business Magazine with only 17,000 readers and Rochester Business
Journal with 34,000 readers are narrow-topic magazines attracting a variety of advertiser
types.
Metro-R will probably match those readership sizes while offering a broader scope
of topics. This can only enhance the opportunities for advertisers to match their
products/services with the types of editorial presented in Metro-R. The advertisers have
opportunities to match their products/services to a variety of reader interests and frames
of mind.
Furthermore, pre-scheduling of features points to the tested and proven capability
of these publications to secure sufficient advertising from the appropriate advertisers.
This demonstrates advertising interest in reaching an audience identical to Metro-R's
profile. In addition, some advertising agencies, including Hutchins Y&R, were contacted
and asked about their interest in utilizing Metro-R as a viable means to reach an upscale
audience. They all said Metro-R would be appropriate. Consequently, there is reason to
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believe that Metro-R can indeed provide an appropriate alternative for delivering an
advertiser's message to the same readership.
However, although Metro-R can deliver the same audience, advertisers must first
be convinced that it can do so with consistency and reliability before switching significant
advertising expenditures toward Metro-R. Audience delivery can be tested and proven
only over time. Therefore, Metro-R's task is to convert the advertiser's initial attraction
for the novelty of a new magazine into confidence regarding Metro-R's dependability in
delivering the right audience.
Metro-R has certain strengths making it an attractive advertising option for
Rochester and its surrounding communities. They are:
1. Attractive package. It will be a
"Time-size,"
four-color, glossy-stock magazine
providing interesting and popular editorial matter.
2. Audience. It will deliver the region's most affluent and influential readers.
3. Longevity. As a monthly publication, each issue is likely to remain in
circulation, i.e., available for reading, for a relatively long period of time.
Sacramento's readers refer back to the magazine an average of three times.
Forty-three percent read the magazine for up to two hours while 21.7% spend
up to three hours reading the
magazine.21
Louisville's readers spend an average
of 68 minutes reading and refer back to the magazine three
times.22 Seventy-
nine percent have kept four of four previous issues. More amazing is that 98%
have read some to all of the
advertising!23
4. State of mind. Metro-R is likely to be read at home and at a leisurely pace
when the reader is relaxed. The home setting is likely to offer fewer
distractions than the work setting and thus allows better concentration. The
relaxed state of mind and better concentration benefits advertisers. Recall
Louisville's 98% advertisement reading.
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Promotion for Metro-R must therefore emphasize: (1) Who it will deliver as an
audience, (2) Why it will deliver a particular audience, and (3) How it will deliver that
audience.
Who the audience is has been previously defined. Why Metro-R will deliver the
audience depends on its package attractiveness and editorial appeal. How the audience
will be delivered is a function of the reader's state of mind and his/her ability to
concentrate on the magazine without distraction and disruption. The home setting
improves the chances for having a relaxed, attentive reader.
Summarizing, other Rochester publications give evidence that there is strong
advertising desire and commitment to reach an audience identical to Metro-R's. As a
result, Metro-R may well prove to be a viable advertising vehicle.
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Distribution
One of the most important elements of a successful magazine launch is having
rapid and wide exposure to the target readership. The sooner the target market is aware
of the new magazine, the more opportunity the publisher has to generate readers,
subscribers, and the corresponding revenue. Also, the wider the new magazine's exposure,
the more numerous the trial buyers and potential subscribers. Therefore, timing and
breadth of exposure play a critical role in influencing the initial success of a magazine
launch.
Although some portion of the potential or target readership may have already been
introduced to the new magazine via direct mail or some other means of individualized
contact, the majority of target readers are probably unaware of the new magazine.
Individualized contact for any more than a target group of influential people is
prohibitively expensive. As a result, individualized contact is likely to be focused on the
people capable of influencing the interests and/or actions of the target market's majority.
The publisher hopes that these select individuals will help stimulate awareness and interest
among others in the target market.
If direct mail is used only for concept testing, again only a portion of the target
market gains exposure. In any event, if a subscription base does result, it is likely to be
^mall and incapable of generating the revenue necessary for continued publication.
Consequently, another method must be utilized to gain the rapid and wide exposure
necessary to win early readers, subscribers, and generate revenue. That role is played by
single-copy sales.
Most magazines utilize single-copy sales as an integral part of their overall
marketing strategy and
revenue generation efforts. However, in a magazine launch
situation, single-copy sales are especially
important to the publisher. During a launch,
rapid and wide single-copy sales across the target market give the publisher:
1. Initial exposure to the target market(s).
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2. Opportunity to convert single copy buyers to subscribers.
3. Quick feedback on the magazine's marketability through repeat purchases.
4. Revenue.
5. Visibility to advertisers.
After the launch phase has been completed, single-copy sales will continue
providing the publisher
with:24
1. A significant source of circulation.
2. A source of subscribers.
3. Visibility to advertisers.
4. Indications of continued editorial and overall magazine viability.
Single-copy sales opportunities depend on two principal players; the magazine's
distributor and the single-copy retailer. Working together, they place and sell the
magazine throughout the target market providing the wide exposure essential for a
successful launch.
Distributor and retail acceptance and willingness to carry the magazine is
dependent upon the magazine's perceived intrinsic merit and its profit generating
potential. The higher they are, the sooner there will be retail acceptance resulting in rapid
and wide distribution.
Both distributor and retailer must see the magazine's sales generation potential in
order for them to carry it. The distributor is concerned with the magazine's performance
potential with retailers because he does not want to handle a magazine with low sales
potential. The retailer is concerned with the magazine's promise with the reader. They
too do not want to handle a slow moving magazine that occupies shelf space unprofitably.
Distribution for the entire Metro-R target market and beyond is handled
exclusively by one distributor; Manson News,
located in Rochester. When given a
description of the type of magazine being considered, the Manson representative stated
that they would--in theory--be willing
to handle its distribution. The representative said
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that a city/regional magazine for Rochester would likely be an acceptable title to carry in
most of their accounts.
Retail interest was examined by questioning magazine buyers or other appropriate
principals from several key magazine retailers in the Rochester area. The following table
list is representative but not exhaustive of key magazine retailers in Metro-R's target
market.
Table 4
Key Magazine Retailers in Metro-R's Target
Market25




































Together, these retailers represent 147 single-copy sales points in the city of
Rochester area alone.
A sample was taken representing 62 key sales points. In all cases the concept of a
city/regional magazine for Rochester was well received. Respondents either said they
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would definitely be interested in carrying Metro-R or at least that its concept was
acceptable and appropriate for their retail display.
Based on the positive response given by the distributor and area retailers, Metro-R
appears to have the single-copy sales point interest necessary for a successful launch.
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Feasibility
Every product launch must evaluate its market opportunity and the economic
feasibility of profitably producing the product. A magazine launch is no exception.
This project has already established that there is reasonable opportunity for
publishing a city/regional magazine for Rochester and its surrounding communities.
However, that information is only part of the overall assessment of Metro-R's viability.
The economic feasibility of publication will be an evaluation of revenues and costs
associated with publishing Metro-R. In particular, revenues from advertising and
circulation will be compared against production costs in order to determine Metro-R's
feasibility.
Although the project deals with a magazine launch, the economics will be
examined from the perspective that Metro-R is already "up and
running"
which is likely to
correspond to a point in time three to four years after the launch. That perspective is
appropriate for testing the magazine's actual long-term publishing viability because it
allows evaluating a cash flow situation that is representative of typical day-to-day
operations rather than the volatile cash infusions and depletions associated with a
relatively brief launch period. This allows examination of the magazine's ability to sustain
itself under realistic revenue and cost situations rather than examining its ability to pump
borrowed venture capital into several years of unprofitable start-up.
The feasibility analysis is therefore an analysis of Metro-R's projected ability to
cover its production costs once Metro-R has become established in the market. This is not
an analysis of Metro-R's overall financial management nor is it a venture capital proposal.
A rough, repeat rough, rule-of-thumb used by the magazine industry for
evaluating a magazine's viability is its ability
to cover production costs with circulation
revenues.26
This rule-of-thumb will be applied.
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Assumptions




magazine printed on 34 lb. coated
publication stock.
2. Estimated circulation of 22,356 paid subscribers.
3. Time frame--3 to 4 years after launch.
Estimated Revenue
The estimated revenue stream for Metro-R will consist primarily of advertising
revenue and paid subscriptions.
Metro-R must generate approximately $2000 or more of ad revenue per ad page.
Since it has 32 ad pages, it must generate at least $64,000 of ad revenue per issue. Metro-
R is expected to be able to do so because Rochester Business Magazine, with a circulation
of only 17,000, generates $1,726 per ad page.
Paid circulation figures will be based on yearly subscription revenues rather than
on a combination of single-copy sales plus subscriptions. This will lower the revenue per
issue and give a more conservative revenue picture.
Pricing points were developed by averaging figures from other city/regional
magazines. Table 5 provides these figures.
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Table 5
































Revenue will be skewed toward the conservative side by dividing the average
annual figure of $15.74 by 12 to give a monthly revenue of $1.31 per copy.
Metro-R's estimated annual circulation revenue is $351,883, which is 22,356
subscriptions x $15.74 annually. Its monthly revenue figure is therefore $29,323.
Recall that advertising was $64,000 of revenue per month giving Metro-R a total
gross monthly revenue of $93,323. However, because of discounts, allowances, and
unpaid billings, net ad billings are likely to be 75% of $64,000 giving $48,000. Therefore,
total monthly revenues are likely to be around $77,323.
Estimated Costs
Cost estimates were provided by Areata Graphics in Buffalo, NY; Conde Nast
Magazines in New York, NY; William Eisner, Director of Research and Development at
the Technical and Education Center at RIT, and Peter Hanson, thesis advisor.
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1. Production Costs
Paper - Approximately 7,715 lbs. @ 48* $ 3,703
Presstime - Make readies and runs $ 4,508
Plates - 32 total $ 1920
Ink - 230 lbs. @ $4.50 ........................... $ L035
Pre-Press - Camera and stripping . . $ 7'946
Typesetting - $60/hr $ 3^40
Binding - Saddle-stitch $ i'qqq
Total Cost '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. $23,952
$23,952 -r 22,356 copies = $1.07 per copy
2. Postage cost: 20C to 25C per copy
3. Fulfillment cost: 10C per copy
4. Total cost of each copy individually:
$1.07 + 25C + IOC = Approximately $1.42
Analysis
According to an accepted rule-of-thumb, a magazine wants to cover its production
costs with its circulation revenues. Metro-R shows the following:
Circulation revenue per month = $29,323
Production cost per month = $31,745 (22,356 x $1.42)
Metro-R looks to be capable of covering almost all of its production costs with
circulation revenues. According to the rule-of-thumb, Metro-R can cover over 92% of its
production cost with circulation revenues alone. According to this criteria, Metro-R looks
to have reasonable potential for being a feasible magazine.
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Summary. Conclusion and Recommendation
The feasibility study of a city/regional magazine for Rochester and its surrounding
communities required evaluating market opportunity and potential as well as projecting
the economics of such a magazine.
The conceptualizations and definitions of the magazine and its audience were
found to be consistent with several successful city/regional magazines already being
published.
The estimated readership for Metro-R was found to be comparable in size to other
cities with successful city/regional magazines.
A sample survey of the target readership gave indications of interest in more local
reporting and coverage, and indications of dissatisfaction with existing local and regional
coverage.
The competitive analysis showed that Metro-R does have market opportunities
relative to the publications currently serving Rochester and its surrounding communities.
The interest of advertisers was deemed likely in view of their utilization of existing
publications and the likelihood of Metro-R delivering a larger and/or more targeted
audience than other publications. Furthermore, a sampling of selected advertising
agencies in the region showed interest in using a city/regional magazine as a viable and
appropriate medium for reaching the area's most affluent and influential readers.
Distribution interest was found to be very strong and favorable. The region's
distributor and principal magazine retailers unanimously endorsed the idea of a
city/regional magazine.
The feasibility analysis indicated that advertising revenues and paid subscriptions
should cover production costs. According to an industry rule-of-thumb, Metro-R is
feasible.
Based on the preceding indicators, one can conclude that Metro-R looks to be a
realistically viable magazine and a recommendation to pursue the possibility of actual
publication can be made with reasonable confidence.
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APPENDIX A
Reader and Publication Survey
READER & PUBLICATION SURVEY
Please circle the publication(s) that you have read during the last 30 days. Circle how
often and how thoroughly you read them. Also, please circle whether you subscribe or buy
at the newsstand.
Do you read Every, Do you read All, Subscribe or buy

































































































































Are there any changes /improvements you would suggest for national publications?
Are there any changes /improvements you would suggest for regional publications?
Are there any changes /improvements you would suggest for local publications?
READER PROFILE
Please fill in the blanks or circle the appropriate response that best
describes you.
Residence: County City/Town Zip Code
Age
Sex: Male or Female
Marital status: Married Single Divorced
Education: Circle highest level completed. Given in approximate years.
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 20+
High School College Graduate School
Total gross household income: Circle the bracket that best describes your household.
$15,000-24,999 25,000-34,999 35,000-49,999 50,000-74,999 75,000+
Occupation/Profess ion
